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Here, you will find practical and easy to learn tips on playing blackjack at home or at a casi
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Article Body:
Learn How to Play and Win Blackjack after practicing some basic steps that can be learn easily

1) Do not try and reach 21.
Yes. Even though blackjack is also commonly called 21, trying to reach 21 with every hand is a

2) Try and Beat the Dealer.
Since blackjack is a one on one battle: you versus the dealer, focus on beating the dealer. In

3) Look at the dealer’s card facing up.
The only way to play is to look at the dealer’s card facing up. If it is a low card like a two

How Blackjack is Played at a Casino:
1) Place your bet on the table.
Each blackjack table has a set beginning bet and this ranges from a dollar to ten or twenty fo

2) You will get a card.
The dealer then deals a card to you and all the other players who have also placed a bet down.

3) The dealer places a face-up card in front.
This is one of the cards of the dealer, and since its facing up, all the players have a chance

4) The dealer deals the second card.
The dealer, then, deals you and all the players an additional card. This is the time to have a

5) The dealer asks.
The dealer now turns to each player and asks them if they wish to receive another card. If you

6) The dealer starts playing.
Only when all the players have said that they do not want any more cards, does the dealer star
7) The dealer opens the cards.
When he’s done, the dealer first reveals all his cards. Then, he moves from one player to the
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